
JBZ-A12 type single PE coated paper cup machine is the automatic environmental machine with 
multi-running positions. This machine runs a whole procedure of paper-feeding, cup-fan-wall 
sealing, oiling, bottom-punching, heating, rolling, rimming, rounding and tripping. It is an idea 
equipment of producing drinking cup, ice-cream cup and other food cone-shaping containers. This 
type paper cup machine mainly used to making one side PE coated paper cups from 3 oz to 12 oz or 
above 12oz.

 Characteristics: 
Automatic control adopts optically controlled non-contact switch,
Micro-controlled transducer,
Step-less speed adjustment,
Paper Cup-fan-wall body sealed by heater,
Paper Cup bottom sealed by heater. 
Full automatic,
Easy changing molds produce different sizes paper cups, 
Easy operating by operator (one operator is enough),
Easy maintenance with minimum cost,
Cheap operating cost and low investment,
Amelioration: Air compressor aren't required for this type paper cup machine. 

Technical data:

Suitable size: 3oz—12oz and other special size

Raw material: Single side(one side) PE(polyethylene) film coated paper

Suitable paper weight 150--400 GSM (Recommend 180--300 GSM) 

Ration Productivity: 40--55/min

Total power : 5KW

Net Weight: 1500kg

Gross Weight: 2000kg

Power: 220V 380V

Overall dimensions : 2580L*1200W*1400H(mm)

  

Description & Specifications  Price Rs For Hyd

JBZ-A12 PAPER CUP MACHINE:  



The cover of machine made by iron

Includes spare parts:

v  One Mould (free)

v  Screwdriver (one piece)

v  Plum blossom-shape spanner (one piece)

v  Spanner (three pieces)

v  a test pencil (one piece)

v  oil can (one piece)

v  digital tape (one piece)

v  wheel (one piece)

v  heating pipe (one piece)

v  an electric heat pipe (three pieces)

v  small spring(four pieces)

v  inhale(seven pieces)

v  heatproof rubber (one piece)

v  screw 16*60(six pieces)

v  air pipe(two pieces)

v  adhesive tape(one piece)

v  instructions booklet(one piece)

v  adapt iron mat(one piece)

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   
 
02. Extra Mould 

02.1 Extra Mould of Single PE coated paper cup machine based 
on same bottom size to the original one.

 

1 unit 25000 Rs.

 

02.2 Extra Mould of Single PE coated paper cup machine 
different sizes of top and bottom to original one.

1 unit 50000 Rs.



 

 

Service terms:

Delivery time &invoice:      
1) Within 30 days from the date of receipt of 30% down-payment in advance by T/T, full payment 
before shipment.
2) Transshipment is allowed; Partial shipment is not allowed

Quality of Goods:
1)100% brand new, manufactured in the year 2011.
2) Origin of Goods: China 

Packing and Marking: 
Packing: Export and sea-worthy standard wooden case 
Installation, Adjusting & Commissioning: The seller will for certain dispatch the technician to 
your Location for installation, commissioning, adjusting the machine and training the workers in 
your plant. However the buyer should take on all costs required during our technician's stay in the 
buyer's Location, round Transport tickets, accommodation & Food. 

Guarantee terms:
The seller guarantee the machines are new (or unused) and the guarantee period will be given 12 

Main Parts List

Name Brand Origin

Ultrasonic system JINGXING China

Transducer DELTA China

Speed reducer JIWEI China

Intermission wheel box LIZHONG China

Electricity system CHNT China

Bowl-turn over organ  China

Ultrasonic plastic welding 
machine high power KWL-Type

K SONIC China

Electromotor MITSUBISHI China



(twelve) months which starts from the date of the machine's arrival. During this period, the seller 
will provide free maintenance and free spare parts that caused by the machine's quality, but the 
buyer must pay the round trip tickets and accommodation expenses for seller's technicians.


